Background: Atypia of undetermined significance/follicular lesion of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS) carries a malignancy risk reaching up to 50%. Based on the reported malignancy rate in a given population, the clinical practice towards such a category varies. We hereby identify clinical parameters for risk stratification to aid in decision making for either surgical referral or a clinical follow-up. Our aim is to calculate the malignancy risk in Bethesda category III and to identify clinical parameters that guided both clinicians and patients at our institutions to reach a clinical decision.
Introduction
Bethesda category III thyroid nodules which includes atypia of undetermined significance/follicular lesion of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS), has a 5-15% risk for thyroid malignancy [1, 2] . The Bethesda system was introduced to establish diagnostic categories for thyroid aspirates and to imply malignancy risks for clinical management recommendations [3] . Therefore, the recommended guideline for the initial management of AUS/ FLUS is a clinical follow-up by repeating fine-needle aspiration (FNA) in ≥ 3 months based on the risk of thyroid malignancy in a given population [4] . Repeating FNA resulted in re-classification of 70% of Bethesda III samples into Bethesda II category [5] . The utility of repeating FNA for category III was therefore an auxiliary tool for clinical decision making. Bethesda category III nodules remained a similar category in up to 31% of cases [6] . Repeating an FNA may result in a cost-effective practice by avoiding unnecessary diagnostic surgery. If other studies are appraised, one would find varying reported rates of malignancy risks ranging from 2% to 50%, which will dictate the clinical practice; i.e. repeating an FNA versus referring to surgery [4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Two meta-analyses concluded higher malignancy rates than that reported by the Bethesda [13, 14] . Possible reasons for this discrepancy include differences in patients' demographics, technical issues which include the adequacy of the sampled material, the optimization of cellular preservation and slide preparation, and the level of comfort/expertise of the reporting pathologist. Molecular markers testing has been recommended by the American Thyroid Association to provide a pretest probability for Bethesda III nodules. The results of such testing provide guidance regarding whether to repeat a biopsy or to refer to surgery [15] .
The rate of malignancy for Bethesda category III in a given population is an essential fact to delineate the next step of management. There is no uniform practice in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi towards such a category as there is little known regarding thyroid cancer behavior in the UAE population.
The American Thyroid Association recognizes that the prevalence of malignancy for the indeterminate categories varies substantially among centers, and states that "it is crucial to know the prevalence of malignancy within each indeterminate cytological category at one's institution". Based on that state-Alseddeeqi et al J Endocrinol Metab. 2019;9(6):180-185 ment, our study results can provide a recommendation regarding managing thyroid nodules with Bethesda category III and assist in counselling patients to reach a decision at our institutions [15] . A similar commentary in Thyroid states the same principle, "It is crucial to know the incidence of malignancy in each of the Bethesda categories in one's own institution in order to make reasonable treatment decisions" [16] . The McGill thyroid nodule score has served as a predictor tool for malignancy in thyroid nodules [17] . A study published in 2015 has studied that clinical tool to evaluate the incidence of malignancy in indeterminate nodules preoperatively [18] . Therefore, we chose to address factors that risk-stratify the Bethesda category III nodules in order to aid in clinical decision, i.e. referral to surgery vs. repeat an FNA at our centers. Our objectives are to calculate the malignancy rate, examine the medical practice towards such a category and predict the clinical utility of repeating an FNA.
Materials and Methods

Study settings and participants
This is a retrospective medical records review of patients with Bethesda category III nodules from three tertiary centers in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. All Bethesda category III cases that were diagnosed from January 2011 through December 2015 were extracted from the electronic pathology database. The database identified 240 patients above 14 years of age, of which 38 patients other than Bethesda category III were excluded. The FNA biopsy was carried out under ultrasound guidance. The diagnosis of Bethesda category III was made by different certified pathologists at the three different institutions. The total number of patients ended up being included in the study was 202. An institutional research board approval was obtained from each institution.
Study variables
Information on patients' gender, age at time of FNA procedure was extracted from the electronic medical records. Age was categorized into three groups: younger than 40 years old, 40 -64 years old and 65 and above years old. Clinical management of the Bethesda category III cases was recorded, and it included one of the followings: diagnostic surgery or follow-up with either a repeat FNA (in 3 + months from the first one) or an ultrasound (in 6+ months). Surgery was either a thyroid lobectomy or a total thyroidectomy. Forty-nine cases had no follow-up or surgery as an initial management. Patients with no follow-up included patients who visited other medical institutions in the same city to have a second opinion, those who travelled elsewhere for a second opinion, and a portion whom we did not have any date about. Fourteen patients chose to follow up with ultrasound despite recommendations for either surgery or an FNA repeat. The ultrasound was performed 1 year from the last FNA and demonstrated no increase in nodule size (a significant growth was defined as a growth of > 20% increase in two nodule dimensions or > 50% increase in the volume). The clinical follow-up included follow-up with an ultrasound. A major indication for surgery was the presence of suspicious features on ultrasound. Patients' preferences were another indicator explaining such a high rate for surgical referrals. Radiation exposure and a positive family history for thyroid malignancy were other indicators for referring to surgery at our institutions.
A certified general pathologist diagnosed cases of Bethesda category III based on adequate number of thyroid follicles on FNA smears. Hospital onsite adequacy assessment was performed by a cytology screener, who performed slides preparation. Conventional air dried and alcohol fixed smears were prepared and subject to Diff-Quik and Papanicolaou stains, respectively. Diagnosing Bethesda category III was based on the 2007 National Cancer Institute Thyroid fine needle aspiration state of the science conference criteria [1, 15] .
Following up by either an ultrasound or a repeat FNA was proposed if there were no suspicious ultrasonographic features such as calcifications and a nodule appearing taller-than-wide. On some occasions, patients' preferences were guiding the clinical decision. The repeat FNA was performed 3 months or more from the initial FNA.
Statistical analysis
The malignancy rate was calculated for nodules that underwent thyroid lobectomy or total thyroidectomy. Those without follow-up were not included in the analyses of malignancy risk calculation. Descriptive statistics were represented in tables.
Data were tabulated, analysed, and figures were made using Microsoft Excel version 15.33.
Results
A total of 202 cases out of all thyroid FNAs performed during 2011 to 2015 were diagnosed as AUS/FLUS ( Fig. 1 ). Of these, 166 (82.2 %) were women and 36 (17.8%) were men. The age of the patients ranged from 14 to 84 years with median age of 47 years (Table 1) . Fourteen patients had follow-ups with ultrasound. Forty-nine patients did not have any follow-up. One hundred and eleven out of 202 patients with AUS/FLUS category underwent surgery; 101 immediately after the first FNA and 10 following the repeated FNA (Fig. 2) . One hundred and one patients (50%) underwent immediate surgery. Their histology confirmed 42 malignant (41%) cases and 59 benign (59%) cases. Thirty-eight out of the 202 patients (18.8%) underwent a repeat FNA procedure. The repeat procedure resulted in 17 (44.74%) cases being re-categorised as benign, 10 (26.3%) as AUS/FLUS, six (15.7%) as both suspicious and malignant, and five (13.16%) as unsatisfactory ( Fig. 3 ). Ten cases from the repeat FNA group underwent surgery. Three out of four suspicious cases and one out of two malignant cases were confirmed to be malignant following surgery (40%). The repeat FNA resulted in definitive diagnostic utility for 50% of the cases; and 44.74% of the nodules were re-classified into Bethesda category II upon FNA repeat.
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Discussion
The reported malignancy risk in Bethesda category III varies among different institutions. Factors including inter and intraobserver variability of reporting among pathologists affect that variation [19] .
In our study, the overall number of cases with Bethesda category III was 202 cases amongst all biopsies performed during the 5-year period. Our malignancy rate is 41% for cases that underwent surgery initially and 40% for cases that underwent surgery following a repeat FNA. This is a significantly higher rate than that reported by the Bethesda. A similar study performed in our city published in 2018, concluded a lower rate which was 20% [20] . Since only 50% of patients underwent surgery, it is possible that the true malignancy rate in AUS/ FLUS nodules is just slightly above 20%. Still that higher risk is explained by the fact that our three institutions are tertiary centers, and probably higher risk patients are being referred to there. Globally the incidence of thyroid cancer is rising [21] . In UAE, thyroid cancer is the second most common malignancy amongst females [22] . On the same note, a study conducted by Alseddeeqi et al concluded a high malignancy rate among all thyroid nodules in the UAE [23] . Patient's genetics make up and the nature of the life style in our region might have played a role in such a finding.
Ozluk et al reported a lower malignancy rate (36%) compared to ours in their study of 3,444 nodules [24] . Ho et al reported malignancy rate that is also lower compared to ours (37.8%) in their population who presented to a tertiary cancer center where a referral bias could have been existed [16] . A retrospective analysis by Lee et al, involving 4,933 aspirates was consistent with our malignancy rate (41.2%) in their Bethesda category III cases [25] . The malignancy rate in our institutions is a fact clinicians can base their decisions on along with the following parameters: the clinical presentation, ultrasonographic characteristics and nuclear features [26] .
The recommendation for AUS/FLUS result category is a repeat FNA in 3 months. Fifty percent of our AUS/FLUS cases underwent surgery following the first FNA. A major indication for surgery was the presence of suspicious features on ultrasound. Patients' preferences were another indicator explaining such a high rate for surgical referrals. Compared to another study, the percentage of cases underwent surgery initially was 61%, a rate which is higher than ours. That study's major cause for surgical referral was the presence of suspicious features on ultrasound [20] . Therefore, the rate of malignancy in a given institution, the clinical presentation, and nuclear features need to be considered along with the ultrasound findings when calculating the pretest probability in AUS/FLUS cases [14] . Radiation exposure and a positive family history for thyroid malignancy were other indicators for referring to surgery at our institution. The relatively affordable cost for surgery by the insuring agent in our institutions was in favor of recommending surgery over implementing a costly molecular markers assessment.
Repeat FNA provided a definitive diagnosis in only 50% of the cases according to our study. This result is of value for patients as they are involved in the decision making. Our result provided a better utility than a study published by Allen et al, where the repeat FNA procedure provided a 40% definitive diagnosis [27] . Yet our utility rate is not considered to be of guidance to clinicians and patients for the decision making. Our malignancy rate in cases underwent surgery initially is similar to that in cases underwent surgery following a repeat FNA. That finding is similar to the one found by Vanderlaan et al, where their AUS/FLUS cases demonstrated similar malignancy rate following initial and repeat FNA [28] .
Based on our malignancy rate, the availability and the cost of surgery, the presence of suspicious features on ultrasound or a positive clinical indicator, surgery was favored as an option in our cohort. The utility of repeating an FNA was another factor that favored referrals to surgery.
The limitations in our study are that of any retrospective study design. We had 49 cases without follow-ups. More than one certified pathologist was involved in diagnosing AUS/ FLUS category which could affect the rate of Bethesda category III diagnosis, but that was somehow overcame by adhering to AUS/FLUS diagnostic criteria which kept equivocal results to a minimum. Since malignancy rates reported were only for nodules that underwent resection, following up the non-surgical nodules would rule out false negative results. Moreover, the false negative results could have been verified if surgery was performed on nodules with Bethesda category II. If those 14 cases with radiological follow-up were further studied at a longer time period (over 1 year), a true malignancy rate would have been estimated. This is the first study of its kind in the region that addressed multiple factors to risk-stratify Bethesda category III nodules. Our results definitely would guide clinicians and patients referred to our institutions to the next plan of management. The diagnostic utility for repeat FNA was a useful tool for patients to guide them for decision making.
We believe that our study makes a significant contribution to the care provided in our tertiary centers because it takes into consideration readily available clinical data for risk stratification. Based on the findings in our tertiary centers, we were able to properly refer those nodules to surgery.
Conclusions
The relatively high malignancy rate in our institutions, the presence of suspicious radiographic features and the repeat FNA predictive value guided both clinicians and patients for appropriate referrals to surgery.
